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This study addresses deflagration initiation of lean and stoichiometric hydrogeneair
mixtures by the sudden discharge of a hot jet of their adiabatic combustion products. The
objective is to compute the minimum jet radius required for ignition, a relevant quantity of
interest for safety and technological applications. For sufficiently small discharge veloc-
ities, the numerical solution of the problem requires integration of the axisymmetric
NaviereStokes equations for chemically reacting ideal-gas mixtures, supplemented by
standard descriptions of the molecular transport terms and a suitably reduced chemical-
kinetic mechanism for the chemistry description. The computations provide the varia-
tion of the critical radius for hot-jet ignition with both the jet velocity and the equivalence
ratio of the mixture, giving values that vary between a few tens microns to a few hundred
microns in the range of conditions explored. For a given equivalence ratio, the critical
radius is found to increase with increasing injection velocities, although the increase is
only moderately large. On the other hand, for a given injection velocity, the smallest critical
radius is found at stoichiometric conditions.
.1. Introduction problem of ignition by an external energy source, with theIt is well known that the combustion of a reactivemixture can
be initiated by the sudden discharge of a hot jet of combustion
products. This leads to the formation of a deflagration front
when the jet radius a is above a small critical value ac on the
order of the laminar flame thickness, whereas for smaller
values of the jet radius the ignition kernel formed in the region
where the hot products mix with the fresh reactants is too
small to initiate a flame [1]. An analogy can be drawn to thermica y de Fluidos, Univ
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1classical Spalding criterion for minimum ignition energy, ac-
cording to which ignition is achieved when the size of the hot
spot formed is comparable to or larger than the deflagration
thickness, translating in the case of hot-jet ignition into the
criterion for minimum jet radius mentioned above. This hot-
jet ignition phenomenon is important in connection with
the handling and storage of gaseous fuels in the built envi-
ronment, particularly hydrogen, where combustion trans-
mission between adjacent enclosures emerges as a key issue.ersidad Carlos III de Madrid, Avda. de la Universidad, 30, 28911
(M. Vera).
Fig. 1 e Schematic representation of the problem under
study.The problem has also technological applications of interest,
an example being the hot-jet ignition systems investigated in
Ref. [2], with applications to hydrogen-fired engines [3].
The problem of hot-jet ignition has been studied for
hydrogeneair mixtures by a combination of experimental and
numerical methods [4], providing increased understanding of
the influence of the jet temperature and mixing process on
ignition occurrence. On the other hand, influences of jet
Reynolds number and limiting-reactant diffusivity on critical
ignition conditions have been recently addressed by the au-
thors in a computational work [5], which employed a one-step
combustion reaction with Arrhenius kinetics along with
a simplified flow field description with constant transport
properties and constant density.
The starting jet formed by the sudden discharge of hot prod-
ucts into a quiescent atmosphere through a circular orifice in
a plane wall includes a leading vortex ring followed by a slender
jet stem, giving a flow field structure that has been studied in
detail for constant density configurations [6,7] and also for low-
Mach-number gaseous jets with variable density [8]. The nu-
merical results of Ref. [5] indicate that flame initiation is quite
independent of the jet Reynolds number, whereas variations in
the diffusivity of the limiting reactant are seen to have a larger
effect, affecting in particular the ignition location. Thus, for
values of the Lewis number of the order of or larger than unity,
ignition tends to occur in the mixing layer surrounding the jet
stem, while for very diffusive fuels with values of the Lewis
number close to that of hydrogen, ignition occurs in the leading
vortex ring, a phenomenon also observed in previous exper-
imental studies [4]. For these small Lewis numbers differential-
diffusion effects were seen to lead to superadiabatic flame tem-
peratures upon ignition, which greatly facilitate deflagration ini-
tiation when a temperature-sensitive reaction is considered [5].
Although the numerical results presented in our previous
investigation [5] clarified a number of aspects concerning the
deflagration initiation process, and identified key differential
characteristics of very diffusive fuels, the quantitative results
obtained cannot be directly applied to the evaluation of criti-
cal radii ac for ignition of hydrogeneair mixtures due to the
simplifications introduced for the flow field and chemistry
descriptions. Accurate quantitative predictions of ac require
consideration of density variations along with an improved
description of molecular transport and a reliable chemical-
kinetic mechanism for the underlying chemistry. Such com-
putations are reported below for hot-jet ignition of lean to
stoichiometric hydrogeneair mixtures at normal atmospheric
conditions, providing quantitative information of direct in-
terest for safety applications.2. Numerical model
A schematic representation of the configuration under study
is presented in Fig. 1. An adiabatic flat wall separates a com-
partment containing a fresh mixture of hydrogen and air at
normal atmospheric conditions, p0 ¼ 1 atm and T0 ¼ 300 K,
from a compartment containing combustion products in
equilibrium, with a temperature and composition corre-
sponding to the adiabatic isobaric combustion of the fresh
mixture found at the other side of the wall.2We shall consider that, at the initial instant, a jet of hot
combustion products starts to discharge impulsively into the
quiescent fresh mixture through a circular orifice of radius a.
For simplicity in the calculations, a uniform constant value U
was used as entrance condition for the jet velocity across the
orifice. This discharge velocity will be assumed to be small
enough for compressibility effects to be unimportant, an ac-
curate approximation when the overpressure in the products
compartment is small compared with p0. Since the critical
radius lies always in the sub-millimeter range, the Reynolds
numbers associated with these subsonic velocities are only
moderately large, so that the resulting transient jets remain
laminar and axisymmetric. Under these conditions, the nu-
merical simulation of the transient jet discharge requires the
integration of the axisymmetric NaviereStokes equations for
chemically reacting ideal-gas mixtures [1], that is, the con-
servation equations of momentum, energy and chemical
species. A low-Mach-number approximation was employed
whenwriting the energy equation and the equation of state. A
three-step reduced chemical-kineticmechanism involving H2,
O2, H2O, HO2, and H as reactive species, which has been tested
to provide accurate results under a wide range of conditions
including autoignition and deflagration propagation [9], was
used for the chemistry description. This reduced mechanism
has been recently shown to describe accurately autoignition
of hydrogen in high-speed turbulent jets [10] and is therefore
particularly suitable for the problem at hand. The governing
equations are supplemented by the thermal and caloric
equations of state, along with constitutive equations for the
description of the molecular transport of momentum, energy,
and species [1]. Mixture-averaged values are used for the
thermodynamic properties and transport coefficients [11],
with Soret diffusion included for H and H2, providing a stan-
dard transport description [12] analogous to that implemented
in widely-used laminar combustion codes, such as Chemkin.
Therefore, the present paper extends the previous numerical
computations [5] by incorporating variable density, a suffi-
ciently accurate model for molecular transport, and a reliable
reduced mechanism for the chemistry description, all being
necessary for the accurate quantification of ignition in
hydrogeneair mixtures.
Fig. 2 e Failed and successful ignition events
corresponding to f [ 0.5 and Re [ 1000 for a [ 0.184 mm
(left) and a[ 0.188mm (right). The plots show temperature
isocontours corresponding to [2,3,4,5,6] 3 300 K for
different times, scaled in the labels with the residence time
a/U. The axial and radial coordinates are scaled with the
orifice radius a.The initial composition of the hydrogeneair mixture is
uniquely determined by the equivalence ratio f, which also
provides the thermochemical conditions in the resulting low-
Mach-number jet through an a-priori equilibrium calculation
using the GASEQ code [13], as required to determine the
adiabatic flame temperature Tb and associated species mole
fractions Xi of H2, O2, H2O, HO2, and H in the product stream.
Additional boundary conditions include an adiabatic imper-
meable wall together with an outflow condition for the ve-
locity and pressure far from the orifice, where the composition
and temperature are those of the unburnt mixture.
A space-adaptive finite-element semi-Lagrangian Run-
geeKuttaeChebychev method, recently used e.g. in Ref. [14]
for the description of unsteady diffusion flames, was
employed for the numerical integration (further details of the
numerical method can be found in Refs. [15e17]). The
NaviereStokes equations were integrated with a small con-
stant time step Dt0 ¼ 0.025a/U in a cylindrical integration
domain with radius 25a and streamwise length 200a. Quad-
ratic finite elements defined over a triangular mesh were used
in the spatial discretization. Themesh, composed of elements
of different sizes, was dynamically adapted to maintain
a uniformdistribution of the error at every instant of time. The
smallest elements were located around the jet mixing layer,
with a size on the order of a hundredth of the orifice radius,
giving a total number of finite elements of the order of 104 in
cases without ignition, with this number increasing to
approximately 3  104 when ignition appeared. Different time
steps and also different element sizes were employed in
sample computations to check the independence of the re-
sults with the selected discretization.3. Results of integration
Besides the equivalence ratio f, corresponding to the ambient
and jet conditions, the solution depends on the values of a and
U. For given values of f and U, there exists a critical value of
the orifice radius, ac, above which a deflagration forms as
a result of the jet discharge. To determine the parametric
dependence ac(f,U ), numerical integrations can be performed
for increasing values of a and fixed values of f and U until
a successful ignition is observed. An alternative computation
strategy, used in generating the results reported below, con-
sists of keeping constant values of f and Reynolds number
Re ¼ ruUa/mu in the sequence of integrations for increasing
values of a, with the Reynolds number defined with the den-
sity and viscosity of the unburnt mixture ru and mu. The
computations explored mixture compositions ranging from
stoichiometric mixtures (f ¼ 1) to near flammable lean con-
ditions (f ¼ 0.3) and injection conditions corresponding to
Reynolds numbers in the range 250  Re  2000.
Typical failed and successful ignition events are illustrated
in Fig. 2, which displays temperature isocontours obtained at
different times corresponding to f ¼ 0.5, Re ¼ 1000, and two
different values of a. The dimensionless time t ¼ t0/(a/U ) is
conveniently defined by scaling the time t0 with the residence
time a/U, whereas the axial and radial coordinates are scaled
with the orifice radius a. The left-hand-side snapshots are
computed for an orifice radius a ¼ 0.184 mm below the critical3value ac¼ 0.186mmcorresponding to f¼ 0.5 and Re¼ 1000. As
a result, the products in the jet mix with the ambient fresh
mixture without significant chemical reaction. Note that due
to the effect of heat conduction temperature differences in the
jet head progressively smooth out as the jet develops, leaving
behind a weakly-reactive flow that develops for large times
into a slender steady jet.
The right-hand-side snapshots in Fig. 2 correspond to an
orifice radiusa¼0.188mm>ac. In the initial stages following the
jet discharge, the hot products mix with the fresh mixture
without appreciable chemical heat release, giving for t ¼ 38
a temperature distribution very similar to that found in the
accompanying computation for a < ac. The effect of chemical
reactionbegins tomodify the temperaturefieldat later times, as
can be seen in the plots for t ¼ 75 and, to a larger extent, for
t¼ 113, with a small ignition core identified behind the jet head
in the former case that is soon convected downstream and
engulfedbythe leadingvortex to formthe incipientflamekernel
observed for t¼ 113.Combustion spreads fromthiskernel in the
form of a relatively thick flame front that propagates in all di-
rections, as indicated by the isocontours of temperature for
t ¼ 150 and t ¼ 188, with downstream propagation being
noticeably more rapid due to the predominant convective flow.
Results of critical ignition radii are summarized in Fig. 3,
which shows the variation of ac with U for different values of
the equivalence ratio f. To help assess effects of molecular
transport and compressibility, lines of constant Reynolds
number Re and also of constant Mach number are included in
the plot, with the Mach number Ma ¼ U/cu defined with the
ambient sound speed cu, a quantity that depends in particular
on the mixture composition.
Fig. 3 e Variation of the jet critical radius ac with the jet
velocity U for different values of the equivalence ratio f.
Lines of constant Mach number Ma[ U/cu and of constant
Reynolds number Re[ ruUa/mu are included for illustrative
purposes.As can be seen, for a given value of f, the ignition radius
increases for increasing injection velocities. For instance, for
f ¼ 0.3 the value of ac increases by about 60% when the in-
jection velocity increases from U x 11 m/s to U x 55 m/s,
corresponding to a variation of the associated jet Reynolds
number from Re ¼ 250 to Re ¼ 2000. This mild influence of the
jet Reynolds number on the ignition process is in agreement
with our previous work [5]. By way of contrast, variations of ac
with f are seen to bemuchmore pronounced. For instance, for
a stoichiometric mixture the resulting value of ac for Re¼ 1000
is only about 0.064 mm, whereas for that same Reynolds
number one obtains ac ¼ 0.550 mm for f ¼ 0.3.
This strong dependence on the composition is mostly
a chemical-kinetic effect related to the progressive decrease of
the jet temperature with decreasing values of f. To under-
stand this, one should bear in mind that hydrogen ignition
requires temperatures above a threshold value, the so-called
crossover temperature [18], such that the chain-branching
reactions can overcome the chain-terminating reactions to
generate a net radical production rate. For the mixture to
ignite, the jet temperature Tb must be therefore above this
value, on the order of 1000 K at atmospheric pressure. Since
we assume that the jet of combustion products results from
the adiabatic combustion of the fresh mixture, its tempera-
ture Tb is just the adiabatic flame temperature for the value of
f selected in the computation. The equilibrium calculation
provides a value of Tb that decreases for decreasing values of
f, reaching the crossover value when fx 0.25, corresponding
to the flammability limit of planar H2eair deflagrations [19,20].
For near-crossover conditions, the chemical reaction leading
to ignition of the jet proceeds at a slow rate determined by the
close competition of radical-branching and radical-
recombination reactions, so that ignition requires a larger
residence time a/U, and therefore a larger value of a, thereby
explaining the strong variation of ac with f observed in Fig. 3
near the lean boundary. For the configuration selected, with4the jet temperature being equal to the adiabatic flame tem-
perature of the freshmixture, no ignitionmay occur for values
of f < 0.25, so that the value of ac effectively diverges to in-
finity as the equivalence ratio approaches the chemical-
kinetic limit f ¼ 0.25. Note, however, that hot-jet ignition of
leaner mixtures could be in principle achieved by increasing
the jet temperature to a sufficiently large value above
crossover.
It is worth noting that compressibility effects, which were
left out in our computations, are strictly negligible only for jets
discharging with velocities U much smaller than the ambient
sound speed cu, as occurs when the overpressure in the
products container is much smaller than the ambient pres-
sure p0. In particular, the shock wave formed at the initial
instant as the jet displaces suddenly the fresh mixture, which
is merely an acoustic wave of negligibly small strength for U/
cu  1, becomes stronger for larger values of U/cu, so that its
presence can no longer be neglected when the jet velocity
becomes comparable to the ambient sound speed, as occurs
when the overpressure in the products container is of the
order or larger than the ambient pressure p0. Just like in other
applications involving sudden jet discharge [21e23], this
shock wave preheats the unburnt mixture as it propagates
ahead of the jet, thereby facilitating ignition, although this
effect is partly balanced by that of the accompanying expan-
sion wave that propagates upstream from the orifice at the
initial instant, cooling the hot products. These initial unsteady
phenomena can be of particular importance for ignition near
the leading edge of the head vortex, where one finds the
reactive mixture that was shocked at the initial instant, when
the shock-wave was strongest and the associated tempera-
ture jump was maximum. The counteracting effects of shock
preheating of the reactive mixture and expansion cooling of
the products would be more significant as U/cu increases,
possibly exerting a significant influence for the conditions
found in jet-ignition devices [3].
To ascertain whether these compressibility effects may
play a role for the injection velocities corresponding to the
results in Fig. 3, lines of constant Mach numberMa ¼ U/cu are
included in the plot. As can be seen, the results lying on the
left-hand side of the plot correspond to incompressible jets
with Ma  1, for which the computational approach taken
here is strictly valid. This is no longer true for the points
located on the right-hand side of the plot in the region where
Ma ( 1. In the figure, the threshold value Ma ¼ 0.3 is used to
define an incompressible boundary, in that, for increased ac-
curacy in the computation of ac, compressibility effects should
in principle be taken into account in the numerical simula-
tions for conditions to the right of that boundary line.4. Conclusions
Numerical integrations incorporating realistic descriptions for
molecular transport and chemical kinetics have been used to
determine the critical radius ac for ignition of a hydrogen-air
mixture by a sudden axisymmetric jet discharge of its adia-
batic combustion products. Atmospheric normal conditions
p0 ¼ 1 atm and T0 ¼ 300 K were selected for the mixture, as
they are of direct interest for safety studies concerning the
accidental ignition of hydrogen. The variation of ac with the
injection velocity and equivalence ratio is calculated assum-
ing negligible compressibility effects, giving the results sum-
marized in Fig. 3, of direct interest for safety applications.
Larger values of the injection velocity and also larger
values of the chamber pressure p0 > 1 atm and elevated initial
temperatures T0 > 300 K could be of interest for other appli-
cations including jet-ignition devices for engines, for which
compressibility effects are likely to be also relevant. Clearly,
these issues are worth investigating in future numerical and
experimental studies. Further work should also address the
analysis of hydrogeneair mixtures by planar hot jets, which
constitutes another configuration of interest for hydrogen
safety applications.
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